Pressure induced water insertion in synthetic clays. High Pressure study of synthetic smectite (Na-fluorohectorite, Na-Hect) immersed in liquid media was performed using in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction in a diamond anvil cell. A reversible phase transition due to the insertion of an additional water layer was observed for this material at 1.7 GPa but no similar transition was found when methanol was used as a pressure medium [1] . High pressure behaviour of Na-hectorite in water media shows surprisingly strong similarities to graphite oxide compression in liquid media considering rather different chemical composition and structure of these two types of materials. Crystalline swelling with pressure induced insertion of additional solvent layer (not correlated with pressure point of liquid media solidification) was observed previously for GO immersed in methanol, ethanol, DMF and acetone [2] .
Despite completely different compositions and structures of Na-Hect and graphite oxide, both of them can be considered as hydrophilic layered materials capable to insert different numbers of solvent layers. Since the structures and compositions of smectites and graphite oxide are very different, it is very likely that pressure-induced insertion of additional solvent from liquid media is a quite general phenomenon for hydrophilic layered materials. Many other kinds of layered materials which exhibit swelling at ambient pressures could possibly be tested for pressure induced water insertion in the future.
